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The Detection of Ultrasound Using Fiber-Optic Sensors

Brian Culshaw, Graham Thursby, Daniel Betz, and Borja Sorazu

Abstract—Ultrasound is a valuable tool for the detection of damage in structures and the characterization of material properties. Its detection is conventionally done by piezoelectric transducers, however fiber-optic sensors can operate over a greater range of frequencies and also yield information on the direction of wave propagation. The interaction between fiber sensors and ultrasound both demonstrates the integrating features of intrinsic fiber-optic sensors and presents new opportunities in ultrasonic detection, offering enormous diversity in polar and frequency response. This paper summarizes the interaction mechanisms between ultrasound and fiber sensors and confirms their functional flexibility. We use these results to demonstrate the practical use of these sensors to detect and locate damage in a sample.

Index Terms—Bragg grating, damage detection, polarimeter, ultrasound.

I. INTRODUCTION

Detecting ultrasound using intrinsic fiber-optic sensors is a topic which has been studied spasmodically over many years though, despite the large number of papers published on fiber Bragg grating (FBG) applications, until recently relatively little had been written on the subject. Fisher et al. [1] demonstrated the feasibility of using short fiber Bragg gratings to measure megahertz acoustic fields and temperature simultaneously. Formitchov [2] demonstrated the application of FBGs to measure ultrasonic pressure waves and proposed applications in measuring ultrasound in liquids and solids, while an underwater acoustic sensor using FBGs was described by Takahashi [3] using a tunable laser to interrogate the laser. A theoretical analysis of the use of FBGs for ultrasound detection was presented by Coppola [4], which focussed on the effect of the ultrasonic strain field on the grating response. More recently Lamb wave measurement for damage detection in composite materials has been described by Tsudu [5] and Takeda [6].

The interaction between and ultrasonic wave and a fiber is in principle very simple—the fiber integrates the effect of the ultrasound along the predetermined interaction length. However, this simple observation conceals a rich variety of sensing options in terms of both frequency and polar response dependent predominantly on the ratio of the interaction length to the ultrasonic wavelength and the mechanical field (strain, pressure or displacement) to which the sensor is configured to respond. This contrasts very strongly with the piezoelectric ceramic detectors which are the mainstay of conventional ultrasonic systems. In particular, the responses of piezo ceramic detectors are often dominated by mechanical resonances within the frequency range of the ultrasound to be detected. In contrast fiber sensors typically show no such resonant behavior at least until a few tens of megahertz when the first radial resonances in the fiber itself begin to appear. All the work we describe here and indeed much of the activity in ultrasonic testing and evaluation is at frequencies well below these initial resonance phenomena. Other frequency dependent effects may, however, be important as will be described later. Another very significant difference between the responses of fiber sensors and PZT disc sensors is that the former are heavily dependent on the angle between the direction of propagation of the wave and the fiber axis. The remainder of this paper first considers the integrating properties of optical fibers sensors in ultrasonic fields as a function of this angle. We then continue to discuss the implications of these interactions in sensor systems with long and short (compared to the ultrasonic wavelength) interaction lengths. The practical exploitation of the directional properties of the sensors to determine not only the amplitude, but also the direction of an incident wave is described. Finally one illustration of the potential use of such interactions in damage and detection location systems is presented.

II. INTEGRATING ULTRASONIC WAVES WITH OPTICAL FIBER SENSORS

A. Interaction of Sensors With Acoustic Waves

An acoustic wave can be defined in terms of a traveling pressure or particle velocity field where the pressure and velocity are related by the acoustic impedance as indicated in (1)

\[ P(z,t) = P_0 \cos(\omega t - \beta z) \]

\[ v(z,t) = v_0 \cos(\omega t - \beta z) \]

\[ \frac{P_0}{v_0} = Z_{AC}. \] (1)

The mechanical responses of an optical fiber are essentially to pressure fields (predominantly radial) or to strain fields (predominantly longitudinal). The strain field can be very easily derived from the velocity field, giving (2)

\[ E(z,t) = \frac{2\pi v_0}{c_p} \cos(\omega t - \beta z) \] (2)
where $c_p$ is the phase velocity of the propagating ultrasound. Note that for a given power density the strain field is independent of frequency, while the displacement is inversely proportional to the acoustic frequency. Similarly the pressure field is also independent of frequency for a given acoustic power density. These relationships give valuable insight into the frequency response of optical fiber sensors.

In this paper, the main focus will be on the interaction between propagating ultrasound and either interferometric/polarimetric or Bragg grating sensors. The responses of interferometers/polarimeters are to integrate the strain or pressure field component which is responsible for changing the optical delay/birefringence along the fiber. The Bragg grating in contrast responds directly to strain provided that the strain is approximately uniform along the grating length. When the strain can no longer be considered to be uniform the response is a combination of spectral shift and spectral broadening which is in fact quite difficult to interpret unambiguously. We shall therefore concentrate on examining the overall integration of acoustic fields in interferometers and polarimeters and restrict our attention to the case of quasi homogenous strain for Bragg grating sensors.

It is important to note that the relationships in (1) and (2) apply strictly only to compression waves. The situation with shear waves is slightly different in replacing the pressure field with a shear stress. The relationships for hybrid waves such as Lamb and Rayleigh waves again shows the same trends but due deference must be made for the effects of mode shapes and mode fields on displacement and pressure perturbations. In these last more complex cases the mode field behavior can be utilized to optimize the performance of the fiber sensor though this will be beyond the scope of the current paper.

The ultrasonic responses of these sensors can now be predicted in broad terms. First of all, for integrating formats such as interferometers and polarimeters, the impact of the strain or pressure field to give integrated displacement or phase delay as interferometers and polarimeters, the impact of the strain or pressure field to give integrated displacement or phase delay.

The contrasting case is that of the fiber Bragg grating sensor operating in a regime when the grating length (typically of the order of 1 mm) is much less than the propagating acoustic wave length. Here it is the local strain field which modulates the grating reflection wave length. Interestingly then for a given acoustic propagation mode shape the frequency response of the fiber Bragg grating is independent of acoustic frequency over a very wide range. In order to scale these frequency responses, propagation velocity of a typical wave in solids is in the region of 5 mm/$\mu$s so that a 1 mm grating is significantly less than a wave length for frequencies up to around 500 kHz. This encompasses much of the frequency range which is of interest to the structural NDT community.

There are also many situations for which ultrasound can be detected using surface displacements especially in the out-of-plane direction. Variations on the theme of Michelson interferometers perform this function extremely well, though these differ from the other methods in that they do not use a sensing element bonded to the sample, but instead depends on analyzing the reflections of an optical beam from its surface. Indeed there are several commercial vibrometers which are available operating in this mode. This particular option will not be explored further in this paper, but it should be noted that these are very useful and very versatile instruments.

**B. Wave Front Integration**

The simplest case to analyze to show the effects of wavefront integration is that of a plane wave incident on a fiber sensor at an angle of $\theta$ to the normal (Fig. 1). If an ultrasonic wavefront interacts with a straight optical fiber sensor, the phase of the wave, and hence the pressure acting on the sensor, will vary along its length. Assuming that the sensor response (typically changing effective refractive index or birefringence), is proportional to the length. If the fiber is placed in a homogeneous compressional field then the pressure will be the parameter which influences total fiber delay. If the optical fiber is placed in an inhomogeneous pressure field (Lamb waves produce complex inhomogeneous pressure fields), this will impact upon the birefringence of the fiber and, as we shall see later can be utilized very effectively in a wave front integrating sensing system.

![Fig. 1. Integration of a plane wave along a fiber sensor.](image-url)
incident pressure, that response will be determined by the integrated value of the pressure along its length. Since the pressure changes produced by the wave as it traverses the fiber can be either positive or negative, there is clearly an optimum sensor length to source wavelength that can be employed if maximum sensitivity is to be obtained. In the case of a plane wave, if we neglect attenuation, then the optimum sensor length is clearly either that of half the acoustic wavelength resolved onto the fiber axis (i.e., $\lambda/2 \sin \theta$), or this value multiplied by an odd-numbered integer.

In the majority of practical a plane wave front would be rarely encountered and it is necessary to analyze what happens when a curved wavefront interacts with a straight sensing fiber. To start with, consider the relatively simple case of an arc shaped wavefront with its propagation direction normal to the axis of the fiber (Fig. 2). Intuitively, it might be expected that the optimum sensor length would again be the longest over which the pressure could remain entirely positive (or negative). This would be the case if the wavefront phase difference between the center of the sensor and its end was $\pi$ radians as shown in the solid curve. The fact that this does not give the greatest integrated value is due to two factors.

i) The pressure magnitude is inversely proportional to the square root of the distance to the ultrasonic source (for a cylindrical wave). Therefore the pressure will be larger when it meets the center of the sensor than when it reaches a point further along for a similar wavefront phase value.

ii) The geometry of the relation between the arc of the wavefront and the straight fiber means that, for example, the length of the fiber sensor it interacts with, between the phases of 0 and $\pi/2$ is longer than between $\pi/2$ and $\pi$ (as shown in the wavefront arcs in the lower part of the figure).

It can be shown [7] that the optimum sensor length is, in fact that, for which a maximum phase difference of $0.74\pi$ can occur between the center and the end of the sensor (dashed curve).

In Fig. 2, we have plotted three different situations in which the length of the sensor proportional to the distance form it to the ultrasound source gives.

1) Top (solid curve): a wavefront phase difference of $\pi$ between center and end of sensor.

2) Middle (dashed curve): a wavefront phase difference of $0.74\pi$ between center and end of sensor.

3) Bottom (dotted curve): a wavefront phase difference of $\pi/2$ between center and end of sensor.

Each case is based on the same normalization of the pressure wave, which is treated as a sine wave of unity amplitude and is inversely proportional to the square root square of the distance to the source. For the case plotted, the distance from the source to the center of sensor is taken as unity and 20 times greater than the ultrasonic wavelength.

The curves represent the pressure distribution along the different length sensors (in arbitrary units). It is obvious from this pictures the explanations above, how the case of $\pi$ radians phase difference (solid curve) integrates in most of the sensor length an almost zero value of the pressure field, therefore this explains how the integrated pressure of the dashed curve case ($0.74\pi$ phase difference) integrates a much bigger pressure along its length.

The case of an acoustic wave whose propagation direction is at some arbitrary angle to the fiber is more complex and a detailed description is out of the scope of this paper. Analysis is carried out using the same basic principles; determining the amplitude and phase of the wave at each point along the fiber length and integrating over the appropriate part of its length. The center of this length will be the point at which the wave propagation vector intersects the axis of the fiber and integration will be over $\pm L/2$ about this point. The general trend will be the same as that predicted for a plane wave but with a ripple superimposed upon it, whose size and shape will be determined by source distance relative to the acoustic wavelength. Under certain circumstances it is possible that, for a given sensor length, the maximum sensitivity will not occur when the wave propagation direction is normal to the fiber (Fig. 3) [1].

C. Lamb Waves

Lamb waves are guided acoustic waves that propagate in sheets of material with their propagation vectors parallel to the surface. This characteristic, coupled with the fact that their energy is distributed throughout the sheet thickness, makes them an ideal candidate for use in structural health monitoring applications. One acoustic actuator can be used to generate a wave that can travel over, and thereby interrogate, a large area. It is the detection of these waves that will be the subject of the remainder of this paper. There are two types of wave, symmetric and antisymmetric, where the symmetry referred to is of the particle motion in the sheet relative to the neutral axis. This is shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b), [8] taken from an animation, from which it is clear that the modes contain both longitudinal and shear strains.
III. POLARIMETRIC DETECTION OF LAMB WAVES

The first technique to be investigated for the detection of Lamb waves using a bonded fiber sensor was to use an interferometer to measure the changes in optical path length through the fiber produced by pressure induced changes in the fiber effective index [9]. Detailed examination of the results obtained using this method showed some unexpected polarization dependent effects that suggested the use of polarimetry as an alternative technique. Polarimetry is simple to implement and uses inexpensive components, therefore the experiment shown in Fig. 5 was set up. A linearly polarized laser source was connected via a polarization controller to the sensor fiber, which can be either attached to, or embedded in, the sample plate. It is simple to embed the fiber in a carbon fiber composite plate, but this is an anisotropic material and it was thought simplest to start with an isotropic material. Since bonding the fiber straight onto the surface of a sheet proved to give unreliable results, the fiber was cast into a small mould which was then bonded to the surface of a Perspex sheet. The output of the sensor fiber was terminated with a GRIN lens, so that the light could be directed through a rotatable polarizer and on to a photodiode. Care was taken to ensure the output fiber was kept as short and as straight as possible so that the polarization state changed as little as possible between the end of the bonded length and the polarizer. The length of the bonded section of the fiber (100 mm) was chosen such that the acoustic wave was never more than \( \lambda/4 \) out of phase along it. Lamb waves were generated by a piezoelectric transducer glued to the 3 mm thick plate and excited by a 5-cycle tone burst at the resonant frequency of the transducer/plate combination (150 kHz). It was found that signals were produced by this set-up whose amplitudes were dependent both on the input state of polarization and the orientation of the polarizer. Accordingly, the following experiments were carried out.

i) A combination of the input polarization state and the polarizer orientation that gave the maximum signal amplitude was established. The polarizer was then rotated, while maintaining the same input polarization and the resulting changes in signal amplitude were measured, together with the dc power of the detected light. Measuring the minimum and maximum values of the dc light level allowed the ellipticity and of the orientation of the major axis of the polarization state that gave the maximum signal amplitudes to be determined.

ii) Linear output states of polarization were set at various orientations by using the polarization controller to establish a null dc level in the orientation orthogonal to that to be studied. Signals were obtained by rotating the polarizer by 45° and their amplitudes measured. It must be emphasized at this point that, even in the absence of pressure from an acoustic wave, the output state of polarization would generally have been different to that at the input due to birefringence being produced in the fiber during the embedding or bonding processes.

The results of these experiments showed that the optimum output polarization state for maximum signal amplitude was an elliptical polarization state with a transmitted power aspect ratio of 2.64 (\( \Rightarrow E\)-field 1.62) at an orientation of 58° with respect to the plane of the plate. The amplitude of the signal was 5% of dc under optimum conditions, suggesting that the effects observed are sufficiently large to allow the technique to be used as a detection mechanism. Experiments conducted with linear output polarization showed little variation in signal amplitude with changing orientation of the polarization. The maximum signal obtained by using linear birefringence was less than 10%.

Fig. 3. Simulation of \( \Delta\phi \) peak-to-peak against the angle \( \theta \) for aluminium at 270 kHz, length of the sensor = 19.5 cm; distance from the source to the center of the sensor = 16 cm.

Fig. 4. Particle motion in (top) symmetric mode (bottom) antisymmetric modes.

Fig. 5. Polarimetric detection of Lamb waves and cross section of fiber sensor moulding.
of that obtained using the optimum polarization state. In the signals shown, the first pulse is the Lamb wave $S_0$, while the second is the slower asymmetric $A_0$.

It would be expected that, if the birefringence induced in the sensor fiber by the acoustic field had been purely linear, the output polarization state of the light required to give maximum signal amplitude would be circular. It would also be predicted that there would be an orientation of the linear light for which there would be zero signal amplitude, with a maximum signal amplitude being observed in the orthogonal direction. The combination of the above observations suggests that the birefringence induced by the acoustic wave is mainly linear, but with a smaller circular component. Although difficult to quantify, some idea of the possible origins of the circular birefringence may be gained by studying the particle motion of the Lamb waves as shown in Fig. 4(a) and (b). It is apparent that not only the velocity, but also the direction, of particle motion (and therefore the pressure field) varies with phase and, as stated earlier, the phase of the wave will vary slightly along the length of the fiber. The result of this will be that, at any given instant, the direction of the pressure gradient and hence the birefringence axes, will change along the length of the sensor. This rotation of the birefringent axis would impart a slight circular polarization to the fiber. It was also observed that the relative sensitivities of the $S_0$ and $A_0$ were to a considerable extent dependent on the orientation of the polarizer for a given output SOP (Figs. 6 and 7) and that other polarization states could be found for which the $A_0$ signal was much larger than that for the $S_0$. Presumably this is also due to the differences in pressure gradient modulation for the two modes. This effect has yet to be quantified, but suggests that more information could be obtained concerning the properties of the modes, such as the longitudinal and shear strain components, from polarimetric studies than from interferometry or a piezoelectric transducer alone. An obvious area of application would be to determine whether damage to a plate would cause detectable changes in the polarimetric properties of the signals. Experiments have also been carried out that demonstrate how the directional properties of the sensor can make acoustic reflections from a hole easier to detect by careful selection of the orientation of the source PZT relative to the fiber sensor [10].

IV. FIBER BRAgg GRATING DETECTION OF LAMB WAVES

The sensor reflection wave length from a Bragg grating is a direct measure of the optical path length corresponding to the grating periods. This in turn can be modulated by strain or pressure fields. The shift in wavelength is directly proportional to the strain (when it is assumed to be uniform) over a very wide range. In order to scale these frequency responses, the propagation velocity of the two modes. This effect has yet to be quantified, but suggests that more information could be obtained concerning the properties of the modes, such as the longitudinal and shear strain components, from polarimetric studies than from interferometry or a piezoelectric transducer alone. An obvious area of application would be to determine whether damage to a plate would cause detectable changes in the polarimetric properties of the signals. Experiments have also been carried out that demonstrate how the directional properties of the sensor can make acoustic reflections from a hole easier to detect by careful selection of the location of the source PZT relative to the fiber sensor [10].

The sensor reflection wave length from a Bragg grating is a direct measure of the optical path length corresponding to the grating periods. This in turn can be modulated by strain or pressure fields. The shift in wavelength is directly proportional to the strain (when it is assumed to be uniform) over a very wide range. Consequently, we need to interrogate fiber Bragg grating sensors by the acoustic wave propagation direction becomes closer to normal to the fiber axis. Interestingly, for a given acoustic propagation mode shape the frequency response of the fiber Bragg grating is independent of acoustic frequency over a very wide range. In order to scale these frequency responses, the propagation velocity of a typical wave in a solid is in the region of $5 \text{mm/}\mu\text{s}$ so that a 1 mm grating is significantly less than a wavelength for frequencies up to around 500 kHz. This encompasses much of the frequency range which is of interest to the structural NDT community.

The strain fields in typical ultrasonic waves are very small—at most microstrains and more typically nano strains and so the wavelength shifts are so small that the normal sensor detection schemes are ineffective. Consequently, we need to interrogate the FBG using a stabilized laser source (Fig. 8) which is capable of tracking changes in temperature or static strain, this being done by tuning the laser to the mid point of the linear portion of the FBG response curve. When the strain modulates the position of the curve on the wavelength axis, the reflected power will...
be similarly modulated (Fig. 9). The frequency response of this system (in addition to the acoustic wavelength/grating length ratio) is limited by the strain coupling between the sample and the fiber, which requires optimization of the recoating material and the bonding medium. The FBGs used were recoated with a tough Ormocer layer and bonded with a cyano-acrylate designed for strain gauge applications. The frequency response of the photodiode/amplifier system and the level of noise from the tunable laser are also crucial factors. With this system we can resolve dynamic strain fields with noise limited levels of the order of 100 picostrain [11].

Experiments to determine the practical effect of varying the grating length to acoustic wavelength ratio were carried out and show that above a ratio of about 1 : 6 the response is effectively independent of the acoustic signal wavelength (Fig. 10). The directional response of FBGs to ultrasound propagation direction (Fig. 11) was established by setting up an isotropic aluminium plate on which PZT source transducers were bonded in a semicircular array with a grating at the center. A reference PZT used as a detector was located close to the grating to allow normalization to be applied to the signals obtained from the individual source PZTs, which could vary due to differences in coupling. Each PZT was excited in turn and the amplitude of the signal obtained from the grating measured. As anticipated, the directional response characteristic was cosinusoidal (Fig. 12). Because the FBG has a length which is much shorter than the acoustic wavelength, it is not subject to the same wavelength integration issues that produce a complex angular response shape as the polarimeter, which requires a much longer length to achieve useful sensitivity. Note that the FBG, being primarily sensitive to strain, has its maximum sensitivity to an acoustic wave propagation direction along its axis, in contrast to the polarimeter, which is essentially sensitive to pressure and is therefore most sensitive to a wave direction normal to its axis.

The simple angular response of the FBG makes it suitable for detecting not only the amplitude, but also the direction, of an acoustic wave if three gratings of differing Bragg wavelength are configured into a rosette (Fig. 13). An additional grating can
Another application of FBGs to detect Lamb waves has been the demonstration of their use in monitoring the growth of a crack during fatigue testing [14].

V. CONCLUSION

This paper has presented a brief overview of the principles of wave front integration and detection of ultrasonic waves using intrinsic optical fiber sensors. We show that relatively straightforward wavefront integration models can give useful predictions of both polar and frequency response functions for both long (compared to a wave length) and short interaction lengths. Sensors based on two different measurands, strain (FBGs) and pressure (fiber polarimeters) have been described and their responses compared. The principle of damage location using fiber Bragg grating rosettes to determine the direction of propagation of an incident ultrasonic wave is also demonstrated. These concepts could readily be extended into more complex sensor networks. Fiber sensors offer advantages over conventional PZT sensors include their directional sensitivity, more broadband response, the ability to be multiplexed and the lack of a need for an electromagnetically sensitive, and frequently bulky wiring scheme.
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